Abstract The electro-oxidation of dimethyl ether (DME) was investigated using periodic, self-consistent density functional theory (DFT) calculations on the (111) and (100) facets of eight fcc metals: Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, Pd, Ni, Ir, and Rh.
Introduction
Dimethyl ether (DME) is a promising alternative fuel [1, 2] , which has been suggested as a viable liquid-phase feed for low-temperature polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells [3, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . DME used as a fuel for fuel cells can alleviate some of the serious drawbacks to other promising liquid fuels, including methanol and ethanol. Methanol crossover to the cathode reduces the efficiency of direct methanol fuel cells [9, 10] , and the reduced dipole moment of DME has shown to reduce DME crossover to the cathode [11] . Furthermore, the C-C bond in ethanol is difficult to break, which makes complete oxidation to CO 2 difficult [3, 12] . Though there is significant interest in using DME as a fuel for fuel cells, the reaction mechanism is poorly understood. As a result, researchers have been ill-equipped for finding electrocatalysts with sufficient activity, high efficiency and low cost [3] . Notably, researchers have explored Pt-based catalysts such as PtRu, which are highly active for methanol electro-oxidation [13] . However, these have shown inferior activity to pure Pt for this reaction [13] .
In order to provide insight into the DME electro-oxidation reaction mechanism, researchers have studied the reaction on single-crystal Pt electrodes [14] [15] [16] . Interestingly, they have found a remarkable structure sensitivity for this reaction [14] [15] [16] [17] . In particular, Pt(100) is significantly more active than Pt(111) [16] . The main anodic oxidation peak at 0.8 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) is approximately 30 times larger on Pt(100) than on Pt(111) [16] . This improved activity has been attributed to the more facile C-O bond breaking on the (100) facet of Pt [16] . Lu et al. synthesized Pt nanocubes with preferential (100) surfaces that showed approximately three times the activity of commercial Pt black, again demonstrating this structure sensitivity [18] .
With the goal of identifying improved catalysts for this reaction, here we report a first-principles, density functional theory analysis into the mechanism of dimethyl ether electro-oxidation on late transition metals. In this paper, we specifically address the origins of the structure sensitivity of this reaction. Previously, we investigated the reaction mechanism for dimethyl ether electro-oxidation on closepacked facets of late transition metals [19] . Here, we explore the possible reasons why Pt(100) is much more active than Pt(111) for this reaction. Then, we extend our analysis to other model, monometallic (Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, Pd, Ni, Ir, Rh) fcc(111) and fcc(100) surfaces to provide further insight into the nature of the structure sensitivity. Some of these surfaces may be of interest as DME electrooxidation catalysts either as pure metals (if metallic under electro-oxidation conditions) or as a component of multimetallic catalysts.
Methods
The free energies of reaction species are calculated using spin-polarized, self-consistent density functional theory, as implemented in the DACAPO [20, 21] total energy code. Calculations are performed on the (111) and (100) facets of selected face-centered cubic (fcc) metals: Rh, Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au. The (111) surfaces are represented using a periodic 3 9 3 unit cell with three layers of metal atoms that are fixed at their optimized bulk positions. Previous calculations have shown that relaxation effects on these close-packed surfaces are minimal [22] [23] [24] [25] . The (100) surfaces are modeled using a periodic 3 9 3 unit cell with four layers of metal atoms. The atoms in the top two layers of the (100) slabs are fully relaxed, while the bottom two layers are fixed at their optimized bulk positions. At least five equivalent layers of vacuum separate successive slabs in the z-direction. The lattice constants for these metals were optimized. The optimized bulk lattice constants (experimental value [26] in parentheses) are Ag 4.14 Å (4.09 Å ), Au 4.18 Å (4.08 Å ), Cu 3.67 Å (3.62 Å ), Ir 3.86 Å (3.83 Å ), Ni 3.52 Å (3.52 Å ), Pd 3.99 Å (3.89 Å ), Pt 4.00 Å (3.92 Å ), Rh 3.83 Å (3.80 Å ). Adsorption is permitted on only one of the two exposed surfaces, and the dipole moment is adjusted accordingly [27, 28] . The ionic cores are described using ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials [29] . The Kohn-Sham one-electron states are expanded in a series of plane waves with an energy cutoff of 25 Ry. Based on convergence tests, the surface Brillouin zone of the (111) facets are sampled with 18 special ChadiCohen [30] k-points and the (100) facets are sampled with a 4 9 4 9 1 Monkhorst-Pack [31] k-point mesh. The exchange-correlation energy and potential are calculated self-consistently using the PW91 generalized-gradient approximation [32] . The electron density is determined by iterative diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, Fermi population of the Kohn-Sham states (k B T = 0.1 eV), and the Pulay mixing of the resulting electronic density. All total energies are extrapolated to k B T = 0 eV.
The zero-point energy (ZPE) is included in the calculation of the free energy of all adsorbates. The zero-point energies are calculated assuming a quantum harmonic oscillator with calculated vibrational frequencies. The vibrational frequencies are calculated by numerical differentiation of forces using a second-order finite difference approach with a step-size of 0.015 Å [33] . The Hessian matrix is mass-weighted and diagonalized to yield the frequencies and normal modes of the adsorbed species. For surface adsorbates, the vibrational frequencies were only evaluated on Pt(111) and Pt(100), and were assumed (as a first approximation) to be the same on other surfaces with the same crystal structure due to similar adsorption geometries. The entropy of all surface species is calculated including translation, vibration, and rotation.
Calculations of free energy are done relative to DFTderived energies of H 2 O(g), CO 2 (g), and H 2 (g). For example, the free energy of dimethyl ether is calculated from the reaction: 2CO 2 (g) ? 6H 2 (g) ? 3H 2 O(l) ? CH 3 OCH 3 (g), which leads to:
where E i is the total energy of a species i calculated from DFT, T is the absolute temperature (298 K), S i is the calculated entropy and Z i is the calculated zero-point energy for the species. The calculation of free energies of other species is done similarly. When calculating the free energy of surface species, the total energy of the species is taken relative to the clean surface, while the entropy and zeropoint energy are calculated for the adsorbed state. Using this approach, we calculate free energies of formation for gas phase CH 3 OCH 3 , CH 3 OH, and HCOOH as 0.39, 0.11, and 0.42 eV, respectively. The corresponding experimental values are -0.09, 0.04, and 0.34 eV, respectively [26] . We note that there are well known difficulties for the GGA-PW91 functional for describing these gas phase energetics, though we do not expect these discrepancies to affect the overall results of our analysis. To correct the calculated free energy for the electrochemical potential, we employ a simple procedure which has previously been applied to studies of oxygen evolution [34, 35] , oxygen reduction [36, 37] , methanol oxidation [22, 23] and ammonia oxidation [38] at electrode surfaces. First, we choose the reversible hydrogen electrode as a reference. At standard conditions, hydrogen gas is in equilibrium with protons and electrons, at a defined potential of 0 V. A change in the electrode potential by U will shift the free energy of the electrons exergonically by |e|U, where |e| is the absolute charge of an electron. Therefore, if we consider the first dehydrogenation of dimethyl ether step: CH 3 OCH 3 (g) ? * ? CH 2 OCH 3 * ? H
? ? e -, a change in the potential by U will adjust the free energy change of this reaction by -|e|U.
Activation energy barriers are not calculated for any of the reaction steps studied. Studies of Brønsted-EvansPolanyi (BEP) relationships suggest a strong correlation between the thermochemistry of reaction steps and their kinetics and for the purpose of this study we rely on the reaction thermochemistry alone [39, 40] . The existence of C-O bond breaking events does complicate the analysis, as these barriers are not necessarily a function of the electrode potential. Furthermore, the thermochemistry is calculated at 1/9 ML surface coverages. The surface coverages of various intermediates under electrochemical oxidation conditions may be different, and this could contribute to differences between experiments and these calculations [33, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Also, we neglect any contributions from solvation on binding energies of adsorbed species [46] [47] [48] [49] . We note that past DFT studies have calculated that solvation stabilizes OH, which is adsorbed on Pt(111), by *0.5 eV, and this may affect the overall conclusions [36, 37, 50] . However, it is likely that other adsorbates in the reaction, perhaps especially those with an -OH group, may be stabilized to a similar extent. Therefore, as we (or others in the literature [51, 52] ) have not performed systematic studies of solvation on all of the adsorbates, we omit those effects from our analysis so as not to unfairly bias the results. Nevertheless, we proceed with these limitations of our model in mind.
Results and Discussion
In Scheme 1 we present the DME electro-oxidation network that is considered in this study. The reaction begins with proton/electron transfer from DME to yield a CH x OCH y intermediate ( x, y = 0, 1, 2, or 3) . Then, the C-O bond of this CH x OCH y intermediate is broken to yield CH x and OCH y species. Finally, these species are oxidized to CO 2 . There are many different routes for DME to be oxidized to CO 2 , and each surface studied may have its own unique pathway.
The energetics of the elementary steps shown in Scheme 1 are calculated from the free energies of the individual species, as described in the methods section. The calculated free energies of the individual species at 298 K and 0 V are listed in Table 1 . From the free energies we see that, for most cases, a particular intermediate is more stable on the (100) facet than the (111) facet of a given metal. This is true for all species studied on Au, Cu, Pt, Ir, and Rh. Pd is a notable exception where several intermediates are more stable on the (111) facet.
We begin our analysis by trying to explain the experimental observation that the electro-oxidation activity is much higher on Pt(100) when compared with Pt(111) [14] [15] [16] 18] . Our analysis shows that there are two key reasons for this behavior: (1) C-O bond activation is easier on Pt(100) than Pt(111) and (2) the oxidation (i.e. removal) of surface poisons (for Pt, CO and CH) that are formed after C-O bond breaking is also easier on Pt(100) than Pt(111). Then, we will extend our analysis to (111) and (100) surfaces of other elemental fcc metals, namely: Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Ni, Ir, and Rh. In Scheme 2 we show the free energies of reaction for proton/electron transfer and C-O bond breaking events on Pt(111) and Pt(100) at 0 V. Experiments and theory have demonstrated that under-coordinated sites are more active than close-packed surfaces for bond-breaking in a number of systems including CO [53] [54] [55] , N 2 [56, 57] , and NO [58, 59] . It has been suggested that, in general, dissociation reactions are always favored over defects than on flat terraces [60] . Therefore, one might hypothesize that C-O bond breaking in DME is easier on more-open, flat surfaces when compared with close-packed surfaces. However, we note that only eleven of the sixteen possible C-O bond breaking events are more exergonic on Pt(100) than on Pt(111). Furthermore, only six of the eleven possible proton/electron transfer steps are more exergonic on Pt(100) than on Pt(111). Why is this? Earlier, we noted that all of the intermediates are more stable on Pt(100) than Pt(111). Therefore, for elementary steps where the initial state and final state species are all bound to the surface (no vapor phase species involved), the energy of the initial and final states will both be lower in energy (more negative) on the (100) facet than on the (111) facet. However, the two states are not stabilized equally because some intermediates are Top Catal (2015) 58:1159-1173 1161 much more stabilized on the (100) facet than others. For example, CHOCH 3 is 0.52 eV more stable on Pt(100) while COCH 3 is only 0.03 eV more stable on Pt(100), when compared with Pt(111). As a result, these bond-breaking events are not always more exergonic on Pt(100) than Pt(111). The same conclusion can be drawn for other metals studied here. We do caution, however, that this analysis is only based on reaction thermochemistry. Following a hypothetical, reaction-independent BEP correlation [40] , we would expect a lower activation energy barrier for an elementary step with a more negative reaction energy.
Since the reaction energy of these elementary steps are not always more exergonic on Pt(100) as compared to Pt(111), the analysis of the structure sensitivity must be more elaborate. We analyze the data with a few simple assumptions: (1) if the free energy of reaction of a proton/electron transfer is exergonic, then it can proceed. Otherwise, if it is endergonic, then the step cannot occur. (In principle, there can be flux through proton/electron transfer steps even if the step is endergonic, but the flux is assumed to be low) [61] . (2) The difficulty of all the C-O bond-breaking steps is correlated with their reaction energies through a universal BEP correlation. Therefore, if we compare two C-O bond breaking events, then the one that is more exergonic will have a lower activation energy barrier than the other.
At 0 V, proton/electron transfer from DME is endergonic on Pt(100) and Pt(111) (see Scheme 2) . Therefore, the only option available is to break the C-O bond to form CH 3 and OCH 3 . The free energy of C-O bond-breaking is 0.50 eV on Pt(111) and -0.03 eV on Pt(100). Therefore, we would expect C-O bond breaking to be easier on Pt(100) at 0 V.
If the potential were increased, the free energy of reaction for proton/electron transfer steps (dehydrogenation) becomes more exergonic, allowing for the formation of other intermediates prior to breaking the C-O bond. Would this affect the conclusion of whether Pt(100) or Pt(111) is more active? First, let us consider how the energetics of C-O bond breaking change as DME is dehydrogenated. Consider the dehydrogenation pathway: CH 3 3 , DG Pt(111) = -0.13 eV), and we will consider only the more exergonic of these (as we assume that step to have a lower activation energy). For Pt(111), the free energies of reaction for breaking the C-O bond in these species can be ranked as:
. That is, the reaction energy becomes more exergonic for every successive dehydrogenation. We see the same result on Pt(100):
. Note, this trend does not always hold if a different dehydrogenation pathway is considered. These results show that C-O bond breaking becomes easier on both Pt(111) and Pt(100) as DME is dehydrogenated. Furthermore, the degree to which DME can be dehydrogenated depends upon the potential of the electrode (as this affects proton/electron transfer steps energetics). Therefore, as the potential increases, C-O bond breaking becomes easier because a more dehydrogenated CH x OCH y species can form. However, to determine whether Pt(111) or Pt(100) is more active for C-O bond breaking, we need to compare the C-O bond breaking energy as a function of potential. Following the same analysis as before, we demonstrate the results on Pt(111) at 0.20 and 0.25 V in Scheme 3. At 0.20 V, it becomes thermoneutral to remove the first hydrogen from DME to form CH 2 OCH 3 . Subsequent proton/electron extractions to form CH 2 OCH 2 and CHOCH 2 are also exergonic at this potential. Therefore, at 0.20 V, C-O bond breaking can occur (with free energy of reaction for the more exergonic of the two possible C-O bond breaking events per intermediate given in parentheses) for CH 3 OCH 3 (0.50 eV), CH 2 OCH 3 (-0.13 eV), CH 2 OCH 2 (0.24 eV), and CHOCH 2 (0.12 eV). The C-O bond breaking event: CH 2 OCH 3 ? CH 2 O ? CH 3 has the most exergonic reaction energy of these, and we use this value as a measure of the difficulty of breaking the C-O bond at this potential. At 0.25 V, additional proton/electron transfer steps become exergonic, opening additional pathways. It is possible to form CHOCH 3 and COCH 3 , with C-O bond breaking energies of -0.72 and -0.81 eV, respectively. The most exergonic C-O bond breaking step at this potential is via COCH 3 , with a value of -0.81 eV.
We obtain the results shown in Fig. 1 by performing this analysis from 0 to 1.2 V on Pt(111) and Pt(100). From these results, we see that C-O bond breaking is more exergonic on Pt(100) than on Pt(111) from 0 to 0.99 V and above 1.13 V. (We note that above 1.13 V, DME can be fully dehydrogenated to COC on both surfaces, and so there will not be a change in the C-O bond breaking step above this potential.) C-O bond breaking is more exergonic on Pt(111) between 0.99 and 1.13 V. At the oxidation peak potential for Pt(111) and Pt(100), approximately 0.80 V [14, 15] , C-O bond breaking should be easier on Pt(100) than on Pt(111), in agreement with the experimental hypothesis [14] [15] [16] . At this potential, DME can be dehydrogenated to COCH 2 prior to breaking the C-O bond on Pt(111). On Pt(100), DME can be dehydrogenated to COCH, in agreement with a previous combined experimental and DFT study [62, 63] . The free energies of these C-O bond breaking reactions are -1.33 and -2.27 eV, respectively.
Oxidation of CH x and OCH y Fragments on Pt(111) and Pt(100)
Once the C-O bond of DME (or dehydrogenated DME, CH x OCH y ) is broken, the resulting CH x and OCH y fragments must be oxidized to CO 2 . Though we refer to the C-O bond scission products generally as CH x and OCH y , they could otherwise be referred to as CH x O and CH y . For example, CH 2 OCH 3 could otherwise be referred to as CH 3 OCH 2 , and C-O bond breaking of either species has the possible products of CH 2 ? OCH 3 and CH 3 ? OCH 2 .
The energetics of the possible elementary steps involved on Pt(111) and Pt(100) are shown in Scheme 4. To predict the active oxidation pathway, we follow a simple, systematic approach. At each junction in the network, we follow the most exergonic elementary step that is available. The underlying assumption is that there exists a universal BEP correlation for these electrochemical steps and therefore when comparing two electrochemical steps, the one with the more negative reaction energy will have a lower activation energy barrier. First, we discuss our prediction for the oxidation pathway on Pt(111) and Pt(100) at 0 V. Then, we discuss how changing the potential would affect the pathway. On Pt(111), at 0 V, DME is dissociated directly to CH 3 and OCH 3 . These two fragments must be oxidized to CO 2 . First we examine the oxidation of CH 3 to CO 2 . The calculated pathway is CH 3 ? CH 2 ? CH ? CHOH ? COH ? CO ? COOH ? CO 2 and the details of this result follow. CH 3 can be oxidized to CH 2 (DG = 0.34 eV) or CH 3 OH (DG = 0.36 eV). The former is slightly more driven so we assume that CH 2 is formed. CH 2 can be oxidized to CH (DG = -0.31 eV) or CH 2 OH (DG = 0.33 eV). Oxidation to CH is strongly favored. CH is oxidized to C (DG = 0.96 eV) or CHOH (DG = 0.74 eV). CHOH is more stable. CHOH can be oxidized to COH (DG = -0.46 eV) or CHO (DG = -0.15 eV), with the COH pathway more favorable. COH is then oxidized to CO (DG = -0.49 eV) rather than to C(OH) 2 (DG = 0.07 eV). Finally, CO is oxidized to COOH (DG = 0.81 eV) and then CO 2 (DG = -0.39 eV).
The OCH 3 fragment is oxidized along the following pathway on Pt(111) at 0 V: OCH 3 ? CH 2 O ? CHO ? CO ? COOH ? CO 2 . First OCH 3 is oxidized to CH 2 O (DG = -0.43 eV), which can be oxidized to H 2 COOH (DG = 0.77 eV) or CHO (DG = -0.34 eV). CHO formation is favored. Then CHO can be oxidized to CO (DG = -0.80 eV) or HCOOH (DG = 0.05 eV). CO is strongly favored, which is then oxidized to CO 2 as previously described. From these results we see that on Pt(111), oxidizing OCH 3 to CO involves only exergonic steps at 0 V, while CH 3 to CO involves several endergonic elementary steps. Of these, oxidizing CH to CHOH is the most difficult (DG = 0.74 eV). However, the overall most difficult electrochemical step in the oxidation reaction is oxidizing CO to COOH (DG = 0.81 eV), which is required to oxidize both CH 3 and OCH 3 to CO 2 . Therefore, we would predict an onset potential for oxidation when this particular elementary step becomes exergonic. This would occur at 0.81 V. We note that experiments have demonstrated that CO oxidation on Pt(111) occurs at step sites [64] , and therefore the experimentally measured onset potential may be lower than what is suggested by this analysis. However, as the next most difficult step requires an onset potential of 0.74 V (CH oxidation), the overall onset potential would not change significantly. Now, we contrast these results with Pt(100). At 0 V, DME will dissociate to CH 3 3 oxidation to CO, the most difficult step is the same as on Pt(111), CH ? CHOH. However, in this case, the reaction is only slightly endergonic (DG = 0.14 eV). Again, like Pt(111), oxidation of OCH 3 to CO is exergonic for all elementary steps. Overall, the most difficult step in the oxidation mechanism is activation of water (DG = 0.56 eV) in order to provide OH for oxidation of CO to CO 2 . Therefore, on Pt(100) the predicted onset potential is 0.56 V.
When we compare the oxidation of these fragments at 0 V between Pt(111) and Pt(100), we see that the majority of the oxidation pathway is the same. The main difference is in the reaction step used to remove CO, which is the Scheme 3 C-O bond breaking pathways on Pt(111) as a function of potential. Values listed are free energies of reaction (in eV) at a given potential. In black arrows are proton/electron transfer steps, and in blue arrows are C-O bond breaking steps. The red arrows show pathways that are available at the given potential. The green arrow shows the most exergonic C-O bond breaking step that is possible at the given potential. Reaction stoichiometry is balanced with H 2 O, H
? and e -species Fig. 1 Reaction energy of the most exergonic C-O bond breaking step possible at a given potential on Pt(111) and Pt(100). The labels correspond to the species that is able to form at a given potential which can be dissociated with the most exergonic reaction energy Top Catal (2015) 58:1159-1173most difficult part of the oxidation pathway for both surfaces. On Pt(111) it is most favorable to form a COOH species, while on Pt(100) this state is avoided. This is a consequence of the stronger OH binding on Pt(100) than on Pt(111). For Pt(111) CO removal is 0.81 eV endergonic, while it is only 0.56 eV endergonic (the energy required to form adsorbed OH) on Pt(100). Also, CH removal is facile on Pt(100) (DG = 0.14 eV), while it is quite difficult on Pt(111) (DG = 0.74 eV). Therefore, CH poisoning will not be a problem on Pt(100). Pt(100) should be more active than Pt(111) for these two reasons: (1) more facile CO oxidation, and (2) no CH poisoning. Now, we consider how the electrode potential will affect this result. From our earlier analysis of C-O bond breaking, we showed that as the potential increases, C-O bond breaking will occur after partial dehydrogenation of DME to some CH x OCH y species. When the C-O bond in this species breaks, the CH x and OCH y fragments will be oxidized to CO 2 . Since the oxidation of these fragments to CO 2 involves only electrochemical steps, the change in the energetics of these steps with potential is uniform. Therefore, if we assumed that CH 3 and OCH 3 were the dissociation products (i.e. no dehydrogenation of DME prior to breaking the C-O bond), then the oxidation pathway would be unchanged and the most difficult steps would still be as previously discussed. However, if different CH x and OCH y species are formed, this could change the pathway and most difficult step.
Previously we predicted the oxidation pathway of CH 3 on Pt (111) , where x = 1 or 2, the same pathway would be found (albeit truncated) because CH 2 and CH are already included in the pathway for CH 3 . However, if C were a dissociation product, it can be oxidized on Pt(111) and Pt(100) as C ? COH ? C(OH) 2 ? COOH ? CO 2 . Of these, the most difficult elementary step on both Pt(111) and Pt(100) is C(OH) 2 ? COOH, with DG Pt(111) = 0.25 eV and DG Pt(100) = 0.21 eV. This is significantly easier than the other pathways. However, is it favorable to form C as a dissociation product? C is a possible C-O bond scission product from COCH 3 , COCH 2 , COCH, and COC. Of these, C is only a favorable Scheme 4 Electro-oxidation network for C-O bond breaking products of DME on Pt(111) and Pt(100). Values presented are free energies of reaction at 0 V. Stoichiometry is balanced with H 2 O, H
? and e -. In dotted arrows are Heyrovsky type reactions, in black arrows are proton/electron transfer reactions. In green arrows, the most exergonic pathway is outlined. The red dashed circle highlights the most difficult elementary step in the reaction pathways product from COC (where it must be a product). On the others, it is much more favorable to break the C-O bond to produce CO ? CH x instead of C ? OCH x . From the results shown in Fig. 1 , dehydrogenation of DME to COC is only possible at very positive potentials, above 1.07 V on Pt(111) and above 1.13 V on Pt(100). These potentials are above the predicted onset potentials for Pt(111) and Pt(100), so the benefit gained by providing an easier C oxidation route is not practically relevant.
For the OCH y fragment, the analysis on Pt(111) and Pt (100) 2 O, CHO, and CO) fragments are included in these pathways, and oxidation of CO, the most dehydrogenated species, is the most difficult step. Therefore, whether OCH 3 , CH 2 O, or CHO or CO are formed via C-O bond breaking, the most difficult step in the pathway does not change.
Overall, the results of our analysis of DME electro-oxidation on Pt(111) and Pt(100) suggest that Pt(100) is more active for two main reasons: (1) At potentials less than 0.99 V (this includes the experimental oxidation potential), C-O bond breaking is easier on Pt(100) than on Pt(111). This is mostly due to C-O bond breaking reaction energetics, which become more exergonic as DME becomes more dehydrogenated. Also, when comparing the surfaces at the same potential, DME can be dehydrogenated to a greater extent on Pt(100) than on Pt(111), Or, DME can be dehydrogenated to the same extent on both surfaces at a lower potential on Pt(100) than on Pt(111). We note that when comparing a single C-O bond breaking step on both surfaces, it is not a general trend that the reaction energy is more exergonic on the (100) surface. (2) The oxidation of the surface poisoning CO is easier on Pt(100), and CH is not a poison on this surface.
Trends Across (111) and (100) Surfaces
In the previous sections, we described in detail how we analyze the reaction network for DME electro-oxidation on Pt(111) and Pt(100). The main result of our analysis showed that Pt(100) is more active than Pt(111), in agreement with experiments [14] [15] [16] 18] . Here, we extend this same analysis to the (111) and (100) facets of Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Ni, Ir, and Rh to assess if the structure sensitivity results on Pt are general. The free energies of the intermediates adsorbed on these surfaces are shown in Table 1 . The analyses of the reaction networks of these surfaces were performed as explained in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. We note that the corresponding reaction energies (analogous to those shown in Scheme 2 and Scheme 4) are presented in full in the supplemental information.
First, we examine the structure sensitivity of C-O bond breaking on these surfaces. On Pt, we found that eleven of the sixteen C-O bond breaking elementary steps are more exergonic on Pt(100) than on Pt(111). For each of the rest metals we studied, the majority of the C-O bond breaking steps were more exergonic on the (100) facet when compared to the (111) Table 2 for reaction energies). Again, we cannot conclude any general trend that individual C-O bond breaking steps are always more facile on the (100) facet when compared to the (111) facet of these metals.
Though our results show that most, but certainly not all, C-O bond breaking steps are more facile on the (100) facets of these metals, this result does not necessarily mean that C-O bond breaking of DME will be easier under electrochemical conditions. On Pt, we demonstrated that as DME becomes increasingly dehydrogenated, the reaction energy for breaking the C-O bond in the dehydrogenated species becomes increasingly exergonic. We observe a similar result for all the other metal surfaces in our study. Furthermore, at a particular potential, DME can be dehydrogenated to a greater extent on Pt(100) than on Pt(111) (see Fig. 1 ). This, in conjunction with more exergonic C-O bond breaking steps (for the majority of C-O bond breaking steps), made C-O bond breaking easier on Pt(100) than Pt(111). We have examined C-O bond breaking as a function of potential from 0 to 1.2 V (see analogous plots to Fig. 1 for other metals in supplemental information). For Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Ir, and Rh (all metals studied except Ni), C-O bond breaking is more exergonic on the (100) facet over this entire potential range, though the degree to which it is enhanced varies. For example, Pd(100) is calculated to be more active for C-O bond breaking than Pd(111), but the difference in energetics between the two facets is much smaller than for Pt (see SI). C-O bond breaking is more exergonic on Ni(100) than Ni(111) over this range except from 0.71 to 0.90 V. From these results, we conclude that for the metals studied, breaking the C-O bond in DME is more facile on the (100) facet than on the (111).
Though C-O bond breaking is more facile on the (100) facets of these metals, the oxidation of the resultant CH x and OCH y (or CH x O and CH y ) fragments may not be easier on the (100) facet. Following the same approach as on Pt, we calculate the oxidation pathway on these additional metal surfaces and determine the most difficult electrooxidation step. The corresponding onset potential calculated based on these most difficult steps are plotted for each For each elementary step on each metal, the facet with the more favorable reaction is indicated with bold font. All species involved are treated as adsorbed to the surface except CH 3 OCH 3 and CH 2 O, which are gas phase species surface in Fig. 2 . This analysis was performed at 0 V, so the C-O bond is broken in DME, rather than a dehydrogenated species. Therefore, the initial CH x fragment is CH 3 and the OCH y fragment is OCH 3 for all surfaces.
The results of our analysis show that complete oxidation of DME to CO 2 is possible at a lower potential on the (100) facet of Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, and Pd than on their (111) facets. On the other hand, a higher potential is required for the (100) facet than the (111) facet of Ni, Ir, and Rh. For Au(111), Ag(111), and Cu(111), the most difficult electrochemical elementary step is the activation of a stable molecule CH 3 OH (Au, Ag) or CH 2 O (Cu), which are byproducts of the oxidation pathway. Since the (100) facets of these metals bind adsorbates stronger than the (111) facets, the activation of these closed-shell species is more exergonic on the (100) facets. As a result, the predicted onset potential for Au(100) and Ag(100) is significantly lower than that on Au(111) and Ag(111), respectively. For Cu, the result is different. Though Cu(111) is limited by activation of a closed-shell species, Cu(100) binds oxygen strongly such that OCH 3 becomes difficult to oxidize. Pt(100) and Pd(100) have lower predicted onset potentials than Pt(111) and Pd(111), respectively, due to more facile CO electro-oxidation. In particular, OH binding is significantly enhanced on the (100) facets which facilitates water activation, thereby producing adsorbed OH species. This OH species is able to oxidize CO without forming a COOH intermediate. For Ni, Ir, and Rh, the (100) facet has a higher onset potential than the corresponding (111) facet. For these metals, the enhanced binding on the more open facet exacerbates surface poisoning. Ni(111) is already limited by removal of strongly bound OCH 3 , and this step becomes even more difficult on Ni(100). Ir(111) binds CO strongly and can be removed either by forming COOH or by directly reacting with coadsorbed OH. However, Ir(100) binds OH too strongly so that only the COOH-mediated pathway is active. In this case, the stronger binding of CO on Ir(100) makes the step more difficult than on Ir(111). On Rh(111), the most difficult electrochemical step is CH oxidation to C, though water activation to remove CO is almost as difficult (preferred over the COOH-mediated pathway). Like Ir(100), on Rh(100) OH binding is too strong, so CO is removed via a COOH-mediated pathway, which is more difficult than on Rh(111).
In the previous analyses, we commented on the difficulty of C-O bond breaking and the onset potential across different fcc metals and their (111)/(100) facets. Each of these provides insight into the relative activity of the different surfaces. To provide a more unified perspective on activity, we have developed theoretical volcano plots [40] . In previous work, we developed volcano plots for DME electro-oxidation on close-packed facets of late transition metals [19] . The volcanos were parameterized with two reactivity descriptors, the free energy of adsorption for CO (G CO ) and OH (G OH ) and the remainder of the energetics were derived from linear scaling correlations [65] . The specific linear energy correlations were developed from a robust dataset developed for the close packed facets [19] . Here, we have constructed analogous volcano plots at 0.0 V and 0.6 V using linear scaling correlations that were formulated using the data derived for the open facets, as described in Table 1 . The (100) volcano plots (Fig. 3c, d ) are compared with the respective close-packed facet volcano plots (Fig. 3a, b) . The volcano plots present the calculated free energy of reaction for the most endergonic step (i.e. the estimated rate-determining step, DG RDS ) in the reaction pathway for a hypothetical material with a given value of G CO and G OH , across a range of G CO and G OH . The identity of the rate-determining step within sub-regions of the phase space is indicated in the plots. We caution that this analysis treats the difficulty of C-O bond breaking and electrochemical steps equally [61] , while the actual activation energy barriers for the C-O bond breaking events may be quite substantial.
First, we will compare the theoretical volcano plots, and later we will comment on the specific metal surfaces and what ultimately limits their electro-oxidation activity. At first glance, the volcano plots for the close-packed and open facets, at a given potential, are quite similar. That is, comparing Fig. 3a with c, or b with d, the rate-determining step of different regions of the phase-space are similar between the volcanos. Yet, because the specific linear correlations are somewhat different for the two different facets, the slopes and intercepts of the lines separating the sub-regions in the phase space are different. When we compare the optimal binding properties between the different surface structures, we find that the open facet is optimized with stronger CO and OH binding than the close-packed facet. One important difference between the different facets is that CH poisoning is not a (major) problem on the (100) facets. For the close-packed facets, there is a region of CH poisoning that splits the optimal region in the phase space into two distinct peaks, with the more active peak appearing at a weaker CO adsorption energy than the less active peak; this is more obviously seen at 0.6 V than at 0.0 V. Many of the close-packed facets lie in this region, including Rh(111), Ni(111), Co(0001) and Os(0001). CH is an intermediate in the predicted oxidation pathways on Pt(111), Pd(111), Ir(111), Rh(111), Pt(100), Ir(100), and Rh(100). The free energies of reaction to remove CH at 0.0 V are (from rigorous DFT calculations): 0.74 eV on Pt(111), 0.14 eV on Pt(100), 0.51 eV on Pd(111), -0.22 eV on Pd(100), 0.56 eV on Ir(111), 0.29 eV on Ir(100), 0.55 eV on Rh(111), and -0.06 eV on Rh(100). Plotted is the free energy of reaction for the most endergonic elementary step in the reaction pathway (DG RDS ) at the specified potential as a function of the two descriptors, G OH and G CO . The phase space is divided into sub-regions (by black lines) by the nature of the most endergonic step (the specific step is described in the figure). The position of specific metal facets, with respect to their G OH and G CO are shown in the plot, though the rigorous DFT-derived DG RDS for those materials may differ from the result of the linear scaling correlations. We note that Au(111) is not shown because G OH is outside the phase space, with G OH = 1.71 eV and G CO = 1.19 eV. The blue color represents the region of highest activity, while red represents the least active region For Pt(111), Pd(111), Ir(111), and Rh(111) the electrooxidation of CH is one of the most difficult steps, of comparable difficulty to CO electro-oxidation. Generally, the (100) facets of these metals preferentially stabilize C with respect to CH, making CH oxidation to C more facile. As a result, CH poisoning is only a problem on the (111) facet of these metals. This finding may have important implications into the observed structure sensitivity of DME electro-oxidation and the preferred facets exposed by the catalytic nanoparticles.
If we compare the change in the volcanos with respect to potential we see similar behavior for both crystal facets. The optimal point in the phase space shifts to stronger CO binding with increased potential, while the optimal OH binding does not change as significantly. The peak shifts with potential because the reaction network has both electrochemical and non-electrochemical elementary steps. As the potential increases, electrochemical reactions become more facile while the energetics for C-O bond breaking are not directly affected. We note that as we described earlier, more facile dehydrogenation (via increased potential) indirectly opens the possibility for a more facile C-O bond breaking event. As a result, with increased potential, the rate-determining step shifts to C-O bond breaking and we can see growth of the sub-regions that are rate-limited by the elementary steps CH 3 OCH 3 (g) ? CH 3 ? OCH 3 and CH 3 OCH 3 ? CH 2 OCH 3 . The latter sub-region tends to consume parts of the former because dehydrogenation of CH 3 OCH 3 to CH 2 OCH 3 (and further to COCH 3 ) leads to a more facile C-O bond breaking event.
Finally, we comment on how the activity of specific metals changes with respect to their crystal facet. Au(111), Ag(111), Au(100), Ag(100), Cu(111) and Cu(100) bind CO and OH weaker than the optimal substrate for the respective crystal facet. The more open facets of these materials bind CO and OH more strongly than their close-packed facets, and one might assume that this should enhance their activity. However, the optimal binding properties shift to stronger CO and OH binding on the more open facet, which challenges this assumption. Yet, when we ultimately examine the energetics of the rate-determining step, we do predict that Au(100), Ag(100) and Cu(100) are more active than their respective (111) facets. Interestingly, at 0.0 V, Cu(100) is the surface whose binding properties are closest to the optimum, though high activation energy barriers for C-O bond breaking, which are not explicitly accounted for here, may limit the activity of Cu(100). Pt(111) and Pd(111) bind OH too weakly and CO too strongly with respect to the optimal. Compared to their (111) facets, the binding of CO is slightly enhanced on Pt(100) and slightly weakened on Pd(100), while the binding of OH is strongly enhanced on both Pd(100) and Pt(100). These (100) energetics are markedly improved versus their respective close-packed facets, especially at 0.6 V where Pt(100) is the surface which comes closest to the optimum binding. Rh(111) and Ir(111) are similar to Pt and Pd, in that they bind CO too strongly and OH too weakly and they exist in the region of the phase space where CH poisoning is a major problem. Unfortunately, Rh(100) and Ir(100) bind CO and OH much more strongly than the (111) facet of these two metals, and they move further away from the optimal material for (100) facets. Ni behaves similarly, though the OH binding on the (111) facet is already slightly stronger than the optimal value.
Overall, when we consider the onset potential, C-O bond breaking energetics and the volcano analysis, the most promising metal surfaces appear to be Pt(100), Pd(100), and Cu(100). Of these, Cu(100) has the lowest onset potential, but its activity may be limited by C-O bond breaking energetics. Already, experiments and theory [62] have suggested that C-O bond breaking is rate-limiting on Pt(100), and the thermochemistry is even less favorable on Cu(100). Pd(100) has a higher onset potential than Pt(100), and the energetics for C-O bond breaking are also less favorable. Therefore, we suggest that Pt(100) should be the best of the surfaces studied here.
Conclusions
We have examined the electro-oxidation of dimethyl ether on the (111) and (100) facets of eight elemental fcc metals. The goal of our study is to explain the experimentally observed structure sensitivity for this reaction on Pt, and to predict how this structure sensitivity would manifest on the other seven metals studied. Our results suggest that Pt(100) is more active than Pt(111) for two main reasons: (1) C-O bond activation is easier on Pt(100) than Pt(111) and (2) the oxidation (i.e. removal) of surface poisons CO and CH that are formed after C-O bond breaking is also easier on Pt(100) than Pt(111). In general, for all metal surfaces studied, breaking the C-O bond in DME (or dehydrogenated DME) is more favorable on the (100) facet because dehydrogenation of DME is more facile on the open facets: in particular, we find that the reaction energy for C-O bond scission in CH x OCH y -type species becomes increasingly exergonic as the species becomes increasingly dehydrogenated. As a result, the more facile dehydrogenation on the (100) facet provides more favorable routes to C-O bond activation. In contrast, the oxidation of the C-O bond scission fragments, CH x and OCH y , is not always more favorable on the (100) facet. For Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, and Pd, the oxidation of these fragments to CO 2 can occur at a lower potential on the (100) facet, while on Ni, Ir, and Rh, the electro-oxidation of these fragments requires a higher potential on the (100) facet. The competing C-O bond breaking and CH x /OCH y oxidation energetics of the surfaces are simultaneously compared by constructing theoretical volcano plots. From the volcano analysis, we conclude that Au(100), Ag(100), Cu(100), Pt(100), and Pd(100) should be more active than their respective (111) facets, while Ni(100), Rh(100), and Ir(100) will show the opposite trend.
